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ECO-PROGRAM ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
FOUNDATION “PROJECT MY LINE OF THOUGHT”

The Eco-Program Artists in Residence is a program in which artists
participate by offering art workshops to children and adults with any
type of special conditions or no condition at all. It promotes the
development of new deas and art teaching methods for the
intelectual growth of its participants.
The program offers participating artists an orientation for their
resume organization and display, how to create a profesional artistic
portfolio and how to advertise their work. THE FUNDATION provides a list
of the most important galleries in our country and will help the artists to
communicate with them.* Also, their work will be advertised between
the most important colleccionists of Puerto Rico.
The Foundation will establish links with museums so that the
participating artists could offer conferences about their works of art.*
We will also arrange payments for activities like the one mentioned
before.

*Everything depends on availability. the Foundation is not responsable
of any agreement or disagreement the artist will have with a gallery.

The studios will be open 24 hours a day. Studios are equipped with the
necessary instruments depending on the chosen Fine Art:
Painting and Drawing: Light, fans, drawing table, easel and stool.
Creative Writing and Photography: Desk, lamp, table and chair.

Materials and equipment
Accepted artists and writers need to bring the required
computer for their work.
The Eco-Program does not have an art store; artists must bring
necessary tools or we will provide transportation to access the
materials. Trips will be realized once a week.

Rooms
The Eco-Program possesses four private romos with illumination
and equipment. Bathrooms are located outside the romos and have
everything needed for hygiene.
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